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INFORMAL TOURNEY OF THE MACEDONIAN PROBLEMIST 2021: #3-N 
AWARD by Ralf Krätschmer 

 
In 2021 The Macedonian Problemist published 22 problems (16 threemovers and 6 

moremovers) of 16 authors from 8 different countries.  
I want to thank Zoran Gavrilovski, for inviting me to judge this tourney. I consider it an 

honour to judge an annual informal tournament of The Macedonian Problemist.   
Regrettably, the overall level of the problems was bellow average. I especially miss 

multiphase-themes and logical moremovers.  
Thanks to Erik Zierke for his assistance. 
I propose the following ranking: 
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1st Prize: № 1576  

Yury Gorbatenko 
  

[1.Dc3+? l:c3 2.d:c3+ ke4! (or 1...ke4!) 
 1.De3+? s:e3 2.d:e3+ ke4! 
 1.Df2+? ke4 2.d3+ kf5! 
 1.Le5+? k:c5 2.d4+ kc6!] 
1.Le2! (2.D:d5+ s:d5 3.Tc4#) 
 1...de4 2.Dc3+ l:c3 3.d:c3# [2.De3+? d:e3! – d guards e3] 
 1...se4 2.De3+ s:e3 3.d:e3# [2.Dc3+? s:c3! – s guards c3] 
 1...df5 2.Df2+ ke4 3.d3# 
 1...c6 2.Le5+ k:c5 3.d4# 
 1...dc2 2.T:c2 ~/se1, se3 3.Dd3#/D(:)e3# 

Albino mates, after selfblocks all being pure in aim (zweckrein)! 
This achievement starts with a good (not obvious) key. Two 
variations show distant selfblocks, the other two variations 
show dual-avoidance. 

 
#3 [v v v v] 9+9 

 
2nd Prize: № 2526  

Zoran Gavrilovski 
  

1.Lf8? A (2.L:g7#) g:f5! x 
1.c6? (2.Lc5#)  b6! y 
 1...l:a3 2.Se2+ ke4 3.Te5+ kf3 4.Te:e3# 
 1...g:f5 2.S:f5+ ke4 3.Ld3+ kf3 4.Sh4# 
1.Kc7! (2.Le5+ k:c5 3.Ld6++ kd4 4.Lc5#)  
 1...tb5 2.Td3+ k:c4 3.Tc3++ kd4 4.Tc4# 
 1...l:a3 2.Se2+ ke4 3.Te5+ kf3 4.Te:e3# 
 1...g:f5 x 2.S:f5+ ke4 3.Ld3+ kf3 4.Sh4# 
 1...b6 y 2.Lf8 A (3.L:g7#) g:f5 3.Kd6 ~ [3...tb6??] 4.L:g7# 

Two indirect removals of white mass followed by Umnov-
I mates, one of them within a full-length threat. In two 
further variations the black king is driven to f3. This should 
be fun to solve for every not-too-bad solver! But the overall 
harmony is less than in the 1st Prize. 

 
#4 v v        10+11 

 
1st Honorary Mention: № 1576 

Zoran Gavrilovski 
  

The rook a1 is unemployed, thus the logical tries are plausible. 
ld7 refutes by unpinning. 

1.Ta4? A (2.b5#), 1...l:c6! x  
1.Td1? B (2.Td4# & 2.L:d5#), 1...l:e6! y  
1.Dh4! (2.f:e5+ f4 3.D:f4# C)  
 1...l:e6 y 2.Ta4 A (3.b5#) e:f4 3.D:f4# C     
 1...l:c6 x 2.Td1 B (3.Td4#) s:f4+ 3.D:f4# C    
 1...g5 2.f:g5+ f4 3.D:f4# 

Two Dresdens after Banny, this is a good but well-known 
structure, and the same mate 2.D:f4 occurring three times is 
a flaw. 

 
#3 v v 10+12 
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 2nd Honorary Mention: Original 
          Zoran Gavrilovski  

№ 6 in “Aim justifies the means?! Or maybe not?”, p. 21 of TMP 66              

 

* 1..e2 x 2.T:c3 (3.Tc5#) tc4 3.b:c4#  
1.Dh1! (2.Sf4+ A e:f4/t:f4 3.Tg5# B/Td2# C)  
 1...e4  2.Tg5+ B le5 3.Sf4# A  
 1...te4 y 2.Td2+ C e:d2 3.Td3# D  
 1...se4 z 2.T:c2 (3.Tc5#) tc4 3.b:c4#  
 1...e2 x 2.Tg5+ te4 y/se4 z 3.Td3# D/Sf4# A 
 1...se2/td3 2.Tg5+ te4/se4 3.D:e4# 

An interesting interpretation of Rudenko paradox, with battery 
play and pin mates. A third defence to e4 also leads to a pin 
mate. But the key is obvious. 

#3 *        11+8  
Commendation: № 2520  

Aleksandr Sygurov 

  

 

 1...f5 2.Dd2 f:e4 3.Dd8# 
1.Dd2? (2.Dd8#) f:g6! x 
1.Th5? (2.Dd2 ~ 3.Dd8#)  
 1...f:g6 x 2.L:g7+ k:g7 3.h8D# 
 1...f:e6! y 
1.Kf3? (zugzwang) f5! z 

1.Kg3! (zugzwang) 
 1...f:g6 x 2.Dg5 k:h7 3.Dh4#  
 1...f:e6 y 2.Dh6 g:h6 3.T:e6#  
 1...f5 z 2.Df4 f:e4 3.Df8# 
 1...f6 2.Dd2 ~ 3.Dd8# 

In the Winchloe Database four possible moves by a p are 
named Albino black [Pickaninny] and there are more than 35 
problems by A. Sygurov showing Albino white or black. 
Here is a duel between the queen and pawn with the choice of 
the right key move. But a duel p-D has already been shown in 
a twomover, so a higher placement is not possible. #3 * v v v       9+7 

Congratulations to the authors of the awarded problems. 

 
INFORMAL TOURNEY OF THE MACEDONIAN PROBLEMIST 2021: H#2 

AWARD by Vladislav Nefyodov 

21 problems were published in 2021. The awarded problems are quite interesting. 
Remarks about non-honoured problems: 
№ 2429: Compare with A and B in the Appendix. 
№ 2432: White mating pawns play once in each of the three solutions. If we talk about an 

interesting matrix, the author already had such a matrix (see C in the Appendix). Interference 
is made by the same white knight. It would be nice to choose other mating pieces, used in all 
three solutions so that an interesting matrix becomes a high-class problem. Why didn't the 
author put the black queen on g7 and remove the pb6, C+? (see D in the Appendix).  

 № 2433, № 2434, № 2471, № 2472, № 2475: 
– there is no wholeness of an idea ... What to award? Many diverse mating positions ...; 
– lack of harmony in the play of both sides.   

№ 2474: the knight c4 in the 3rd solution is not necessary. 
№ 2476: there are at least two superfluous pieces on the board: tа2 and dg2. 
№ 2478: repetition of the move ld5; capture on d6; disharmony ... 
№ 2470: it was interesting 63 years ago (see E - H in the Appendix and many others). 
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№ 2539: choice of interference square. There is no purity of aim. After 1.ta4? (B1), the 
h4 mating square is immediately taken under control and there is no point in discussing 
further about unpinning the knight! In the second solution, everything is fine, since the choice 
of unpinning by the bishop occurs only on the second move (B2). 

I propose the following ranking: 

1st–2nd Prize e.a.: № 2473  
Zoran Gavrilovski 

1st–2nd Prize e.a.: № 2537  
Valery Gurov 

Honorary Mention: № 2477  
Ivo Tominić 

   
H#2        4 solutions   8+9 H#2         3 solutions   8+10 H#2        b) kf5→b4                                                  8+10 

1.le6 Dg8 2.l:c4 L:c4#   
1.te6 De8 2.t:e3 T:e3#   
1.lg4 Lg8 2.le2 Df5# 
1.th2 Te8 2.te2 Dd6#   

1.d:e5 [dе6?] Db8 2.df5 
 2...Tg3#  
1.s:e5 [sc5?] Dc8 2.sd3 
 2...Tg4# 
1.l:e5 [ld2?] Da3 2.l:f4 
 2...Tg5# 

a) 1.tg6 Lf6 2.e:f4 Sd4# 
      [1...Sd3? 2.e4 Sd4+?!] 

b) 1.ta5 Lb5 2.c:b3 Sd3# 
      [1...Sd2? 2.c3 Sd3+?!]  

1st–2nd Pr. e.a.: № 2473, Zoran Gavrilovski 
A rare integrity for HOTF problems when the same thematic pieces play in both pairs 

of solutions, belonging to White, which has occurred earlier (for comparison, see I in the 
Appendix) and, especially, belonging to Black. Namely, the new thematic connection of 
pairs attaches some originality to the problem in a popular matrix. “HotF with: I) play on 
the same square at B1 move and black sacrificial Bristol; II) unpin of D with line opening 
at W1 move and a self-block on the same square at B2 move. The white line opening is 
bicolour in the 1st pair, and by White in the 2nd pair. White plays twice on g8 and twice on 
e8 at W1 move.” (Author) 

1st–2nd Pr. e.a.: № 2537, Valery Gurov 
In the initial position, the black king has 6 free squares! A bishop from the mating 

battery takes control of two squares diagonally. Black, through the annihilation of a pawn, 
involves the second white bishop in the play. There are 3 more squares left, for the control 
of which the white queen, rook and one of the three thematic black pieces on B2 (second 
move) must work hard! The cyclic mechanism works like clockwork! Mathematics is an 
exact science! This is the beauty of the problem. Decorated with artistic elements: one-
square play with line opening for the queen. The ambush play indicated by the author takes 
place in only one solution, therefore it is not relevant. “Cyclic play on the squares f5, f4 and 
d3: a self-block at the B2 move, control at the W1 move and control at the W2 move. [...]. 
Play by Black on the same square” [at B1, × 3]. (Author) 
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Honorary Mention: № 2477, Ivo Tominić 
Distant twinning transfer of the k in a chameleon echo position. Interesting chains of 

moves in the solution, coupled with tries. It is possible to improve the position as follows: 
Ke1→h3, -pg4, C+. “B1 move anticipates loss of a white knight’s control upon a square 
in the black king’s domain, but also adds line-opening to the B2 move as another harmful 
effect (besides an existing unblock) – the try provides only for the latter! There is Umnov 
(on the 1st move) and passive Zilahi by Ss.” (Author) 

Honorary Mention: № 2536  
Aleksandr Pankratiev & 

Evgeny Gavryliv 

Honorary Mention: № 2540  
Vitaly Medintsev 

Special Hon. Mention: № 2430  
Ivo Tominić 

   
H#2       2 solutions   6+11 H#2           b) -Sg5 10+10 H#2         2 solutions 7+6 

1.s:d5 T:d6 2.l:d6 K:d6# 

1.se:c6 S:f6+ 2.l:f6 K:f6#  

a) 1.d:g3 Le3 
     2.db8! [d~?] b6#  

b) 1.d:b5 Tc4 
     2.dh5! [d~?] g4# 

1.ta3 A f4 [Lf6??]  
 2.lg1+ B Sf2#  

1.lg1 B Lf6 [f4??]  
 2.ta3+ A Sc3#  

Honorary Mention: № 2536, Aleksandr Pankratiev & Evgeny Gavryliv 
All moves involve a capture! There is a certain harmony! “Active sacrifices by Black 

and White, anticipatory self-pin and exchange of functions of Sd5/Tc6 (line opening with 
active sacrifice/captured), hideaways, Kniest theme and 2 pin mates.” (Authors) 

Honorary Mention: № 2540, Vitaly Medintsev 
Indirect unpinning of the black queen which differs from a similar problem (see J in the 

Appendix) by the queen’s pendulum play that replaces the Grimshaw with long range 
hideaways! 

Special Honorary Mention: № 2430, Ivo Tominić 
A version with analogy in the black play play is possible (compare with K in the Appendix). 

A good example rendering an analogous idea, but with a black half-battery, has been 
shown in an older problem (see L in the Appendix).  

Commendation: № 2431, Živko Janevski 
In any problem with 3 solutions, one can single out an analogy between pairs of 

solutions and pass it off as a theme of the future. Here the concept is helped by the play by 
the same two black pieces – the bishop and the king!  
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Commendation: № 2431 

Živko Janevski 
Commendation: № 2535 

Miroslav Svítek 
Special Comm.: № 2538 

Zoran Gavrilovski 

   
H#2        3 solutions 4+8 H#2         2 solutions   4+9 H#2        4 solutions 7+6 

1.lb5 L:d4 A 2.kc4 Se3#  
1.kc5 Sa3 2.ld5 L:d4# A 
1.ke5 Sb4 2.le6 c:d4# 

1.da8 h8S 2.sc8 d8D# 

1.le5 d8S 2.tf6 h8D# 

1.tb1 b6 2.tb2 Sb5# 
1.sc4 e5 2.sb2 Se4# 
1.kb4 Se8+ 2.ka4 Ta8# 
1.kd4 Sf7+ 2.ke3 Lg5# 

Commendation: № 2535, Miroslav Svítek 
Change of functions of the half-pinned black rook and knight. Slight imbalance of the 

play.  

Special Commendation: № 2538, Zoran Gavrilovski 
Quite interesting play by the white pieces! The play by varied and little used black pieces 

is essentially serial. 
 

APPENDIX 

A) Pál Benkő  
Feladvan. Lapja 1971 

B) Eligiusz Zimmer  
Šachova skladba 1971 

C) Vladimir Koči  
Springaren 2013 

D) Vladislav Nefyodov  
Version of № 2432 

    
H#2 * 2 solutions 3+4 H#2 * 2 solutions 

3+3 
H#2  3 solutions  4+7 H#2  3 solutions  

5+7 

 1...Sc5 2.f4 Td3# 

1.df4 Td3+ 2.ke4  
 2...Sc5# 

1.f4 Sg7 2.f3 Sf5# 

 1...Te5+ 2.kd6 Sf7# 

1.tc4 Sf7 2.td4  
 2...Te5#  

1.kd4 Te3 2.d5  
 2...Sf5# 

1.sf7 Sf4 2.sd6  
 2...Sg4# 
1.sh7 Sc7 2.sf6  
 2...Sc4# 
1.df3 Sc4+ 2.ke4  
 2...Sc3# 

1.te3 Sc6 2.te6  
 2...c4# 
1.sf4 Sf3 2.se6  
 2...e4# 
1.le4 Sd7 2.dd4  
 2...Lf7# 
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E) Hans Peter Rehm  

feenschach 1958 
F) Jenc Ban 

Ideal mate chess pr. 1966 
G) Angel Zlatanov 
The Problemist 1994 

H) Helmut Zajic  
Problem Forum 2004 

    
H#2  2 solutions  5+2 H#2  2 solutions  4+2 H#2  2 solutions  4+3 H#2  2 solutions  5+2 

1.tf4 c8T 2.te4  
 2...Tf8# 
1.te4 c8S 2.tf4 
 2...Sd6# 

1.tf5 e4 2.tg5 
 2...Sd3# 
1.tg5 Sf7 2.tf5  
 2...e3# 

1.tf6 La6 2.tf7 
 2...Lc8# 
1.tf7 Le8 2.tf6  
 2...Sg7# 

1.td5 Dh5 2.td4  
 2...Db5# 
1.td4 Dh8 2.td5  
 2...Dc3# 

 
I) Vladislav Nefyodov  
Sp. Pr. Shah. komp. 2013 

J) Jorge M. Kapros  
Telescacco 92 1994 

K) Vladislav Nefyodov  
Version of № 2430 

L) Toma Garai  
Mat 1987 

    
H#2  4 solutions  9+7 H#2  b) Se2→f4  8+4 H#2  2 solutions  7+9 H#2  2 solutions  7+6 

1.se:f4 Lh2 2.sd3 
 2...D:e3# 
1.sg:f4 Th4 2.se6  
 2...D:f5# 
1.l:f4 Dh2 2.l:d6 
 2...L:d6# 
1.t:f4 Dh4 2.t:c4 
 2...T:c4# 

a) 1.l:c3 Le3 
    2.lf6 c7# 
b) 1.t:c6 Se4 
    2.tf6 c4# 

1.tb3 f4 2.lg1+  
 2...Sf2# 
1.lg1 Lf6 2.tb3+    
 2...Sc3# 

1.se2 Lc7 2.ld2+ 
 2...Sg3# 
1.ld2 Tb5 2.se2+ 
 2...Sg5# 

 
INFORMAL TOURNEY OF THE MACEDONIAN PROBLEMIST 2021: FAIRIES 

AWARD by Hans Gruber, Regensburg (Germany), International Judge of the FIDE 

List of participating problems:  
- Issue 64 (I-IV/2021): 2450, 2451, 2452 [3].  
- Issue 65 (V-VIII/2021): 2500, 2501, 1183v, 2502, 2503, 2504, 2505, 2506, 2507 [9]. 
- Issue 66 (IX-XII/2021): 2556, 2557, 2558, 2559, 2560, 2561; p. 22, nos. 2, 3 [8].  
The participating 20 problems were a vivid multiplicity of current fairy chess composition 

attempts. It was rewarding to study the submissions, and a large percentage made it into the 
award.  
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1st Prize: № 2501  
Hubert Gockel 

  

 

1.Sh4? (2.De4#, Dg5#) 
 1...s:c2 [-pe3]/d:d6 [-pe3]/d:a6 [-pe3]/d:a7 [-pe3]! 
  2.Sf3#/L:d6#/Dd4#/? 
1.Se7? (2.De4#, Dg5#) 
 1...d:d6 [-pe3]/d:a6 [-pe3]/d:a7 [-pe3]/s:c2 [-pe3]! 
  2.L:d6#/Dd4#/Sc6#/? 
1.Sfd4? (2.De4#, Dg5#) 
 1...s:c2 [-pe3]/d:a7 [-pe3]/d:d6 [-pe3]/d:a6 [-pe3]!  
  2.Sf3#/Sc6#/L:d6#/? 
1.S:e3! [-Pd6] (2.De4#, Dg5#) 
 1...l:e3 [-se1] 2.De4# 
 1...t:e3 [-se1] 2.Dg5# 
 1...d:e3 [-se1] 2.Ld6# 

#2 v v v        Breton       12+8 

1st Prize: № 2501, Hubert Gockel 
In the three tries 1.Sh4?/Se7?/Sfd4?, White threatens 2.De4#, Dg5# and the scheduled 

mates are 1...s:c2 [-pe3] 2.Sf3#, 1...d:a6 [-pe3] 2.Dd4#, 1...d:a7 [-pe3] 2.Sc6# (and 
1...d:d6 [-pe3] 2.L:d6#). Each try is refuted by one defence, 1...d:a7 [-pe3]!/s:c2 [-pe3]!/ 
d:a6 [-pe3]!, respectively. The key solves the “e3 problem” differently: 1.S:e3! [-Pd6] 
(2.De4#, Dg5#) 1...l:e3 [-se1]/t:e3 [-se1]/d:e3 [-se1] 2.De4#/Dg5#/Ld6#. Breton 
Nowotny in which the condition is splendidly used in the thematic moves. Black pieces 
disappear as intended side-effects of capturing defences in the tries with cyclic refutations. An 
excellent and original presentation of the rich effects the condition can offer. 

2nd Prize: № 2556 
Zoran Gavrilovski 

1st Honorary Mention: № 2506 
James Quah 

2nd Honorary Mention: № 2558 
Zoran Gavrilovski 

   
HS#2½   b) sg7=lg7 7+8 #2 v 10+6 HS#3½     2 solutions 7+9 
  G = lion, o, O = bishop-lions, 

w,W = rook-lions, Z = rose-lions 
  

a) 1...s:e8! [se6?] 2.S:d7  
     2...s:c7 3.Db5+ s:b5# 

b) 1...l:f8! [ld4?] 2.T:d7  
     2...l:c5 3.Da7+ l:a7# 
 

1.Zg4? A (2.T:h3# B) ob2! 
 1...f5 2.Wg6# C  
 1...f6 2.Gd6# D   
1.Wg6! C (2.Gd6# D)  
 1...f5 2.T:h3# B  
 1...f6 2.Zg4# A 

1...kc5 2.S:e3 A s:e3   
 3.D:e6 sd1 4.Le3+ B s:e3# 
1...kd5 2.L:e3 B l:e3   
 3.Dc7 lc1 4.Se3+ A l:e3# 
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2nd Prize: № 2556, Zoran Gavrilovski 
Excellent harmony and economy with a splendid strategic content. There are two white 

half-pins. The annihilation of a white piece turns the horizontal one into a pin (in dual-
avoidance tries Black abstains from capturing and thus fails to create the pin). The vertical 
half-pin transforms into a black battery and a pin on the diagonal. Finally, the newly created 
battery delivers double-pin mates. The twinning mechanism is elegant and appropriate.  

1st Honorary Mention: № 2506, James Quah 
Obviously, Zc6 is considered guarding the square h4, using itself as a hurdle over which 

it hops. (C+ according to Winchloe, no solution according to Popeye.) Among the (cyclic) 
letter themes, those are particularly challenging that involve key, threat and mates. Here we 
see the doubled Erochin theme, an appealing form with four thematic moves, in which key 
and threat in one phase are the variation mates after the same defences in the other. This 
interesting theme here is presented with good economy and with the usage of only one family 
of fairy pieces. 

2nd Honorary Mention: № 2558, Zoran Gavrilovski 
Good play of the white half-pin and of the (anticipatory) black half-pin so that a black 

piece gets pinned so that the other one, which formed a black battery, has to deliver the 
mate, when White attacks square e3 a second time, then with check. Possibly, the thematic 
effect of using the same square 2 × 2 times, thus creating an exchange of the second and 
fourth white moves, contributes to the impression of a rather stiff position. 

3rd H.M.: TMP 66, p. 22, № 3 
Zoran Gavrilovski 

1st Commendation : № 2557 
Zoran Gavrilovski 

2nd Commendation: № 2500 
Hubert Gockel 

   
HS#3      b) kb1→c1  6+11 HS#3      2 solutions 5+11 #2      Breton adverse      14+8 

a) 1.Da3 df8+ [ld6+?] 
 2.Kc4 le2 3.L:d3+ l:d3# 
b) 1.D:b3 ld6+ [df8+?] 
 2.Kd4 td2 3.S:d3+ t:d3# 

1.Ld2 kd3 2.T:e4 df8+  
 3.Te7+ t:f5# 
1.Td2+ ke3 2.L:e4 dc8+  
 3.Lc6+ t:e5# 

1.L:a5! [-pb4]! (2.d8S#) 
 1...d:d2[-Pd7] 2.Dd7# 
 1...d:f5 [-Pd7]!? 2.Dd5# 
  [2.Dd7+? d:d7!] 
 1...d:d6 [-Pd7]!? 2.L:f3 [-pe5]#  
  [2.Dd7+/Dd5+? d:d7/d:d5!] 

 1...d:c4 [-Pd7]!!? 2.d7# 
  [2.Dd7+? kd5!, 2.L:f3 [-pe5]??]  
 1...sc5 2.Tc7#  
  [2.d8S+? s:a4 [-Sd8]!] 
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3rd Honorary Mention: TMP 66, p. 22, № 3, Zoran Gavrilovski 
Harmonious phases with good stepwise play of the mating pieces, making use of the 

pinned black pieces on the 1st rank and of the pinned white pieces on the 4th rank, and 
play on the same square. 

1st Commendation: № 2557, Zoran Gavrilovski 
Good harmony between the phases. The Grimshaw appears a bit artificial, because 

the scheme of black king’s squares is in addition to the half-pin play rather than being 
intrinsically interwoven.  

2nd Commendation: № 2500, Hubert Gockel 
After 1...d:d2[-Pd7] 2.Dd7#, d7 is vacated and the D can mate there; after 

1...d:f5 [-Pd7]!? 2.Dd5# there is black loss of control of d5 (2.Dd7+? fails due to a rear 
guard of d7); after 1...d:d6 [-Pd7]!? 2.L:f3 [-pe5]#! there is loss of control of f3-d5 
(2.Dd7+?/Dd5+? fail due to Nietvelt guard of d7 or d5); after 1...d:c4 [-Pd7]!!? 2.d7# there is 
loss of control of e6-d6 and f3-d5 (but the latter cannot be utilised – 2.L:f3 [-pe5]#?? is 
impossible because Lg4 is pinned; 2.Dd7+? kd5!). Breton adverse is a violent condition, and 
the more thematic effects a problem shows, the more violent the problem is. Here is an example 
in which this effect can be obversed. The content is quite satisfying, however. A 3rd degree 
correction of the black queen is implemented to compensate for the primary error of vacating the 
square d7, that Black happily seems to accept, because the threatening promotion disappears. 

3rd Comm.: TMP 66, p. 22, № 2 
Zoran Gavrilovski 

  

 

a) 1.L:c5 A l:c5 2.S:c4 B l:a3 3.S:e5+ lc5# 
b) 1.S:c4 B s:c4 2.L:c5 A s:a3 3.L:e7+ sc4# 

Every move captures except the mating moves – thus a 
black battery on the a-file and a white battery on the c-file 
can be created. Both phases are analogous, including play on 
the same square, but regrettably also including the coarse 
third white move. 

HS#3        b) + Pb4 6+7 
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INFORMAL TOURNEY OF THE MACEDONIAN PROBLEMIST 2019-2020: #2 

AWARD by Charles Ouellet  

27 original twomovers from 21 authors representing 10 countries were published in the 
“Original problems” column during the two-year period: 9 in 2019 (№s 2265 – 2273 in TMP 58-60) 
and 18 in 2020 (№s 2300 – 2302 in TMP 61; №s 2336 – 2341 in TMP 62 and №s 2372 – 2380 in 
TMP 63).  

My selection of the best compositions competing in this strong tourney (70% of all entries have 
been awarded!) naturally reflects my personal tastes but also my intuitive ability to perceive the 
vibratory rate of any being at a specific time, applying for chess composition the advice of Nikola 
Tesla: “If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency and 
vibration”. To better relate such a seemingly mysterious sensibility to common sense I was guided 
and inspired by a recent article published at the end of 2021: “Aim Justifies the Means?! Or maybe 
not?”, by Zoran Gavrilovski (TMP 66, at pp. 19-21). Regarding “alphabetical” themes I was then 
lead to agree with the author “that such themes, wherever possible, should be presented with a good 
strategy and economy, and without constructional flaws” (TMP № 66 – p.21). Therefore, I have 
valued what I call graceful intricacy as a global criterion in the making of my decision, such as to 
support those composers who have accepted “to go where the matrix naturally leads, instead of 
artificially subjecting it to their own will’’ (ibid). This means that I have highly valued originality, 
purity of aim, clarity, unity and overall artistic impression, this last criterion playing a decisive role 
when it came to consider improvements brought consciously or not over predecessors. Apart one 
(only found in https://yacdb.org) all forerunners or theme pioneers quoted below refer to the 
Albrecht database (http://www.schach-udo.de/albrecht/albrecht2/) and appear as Axxx where xxx 
indicates their problem number. For easier consultation the Appendix gives diagram and solution of 
each reference identified by order of entrance on the award scene as Rxxxx-y, where xxxx is the TMP 
problem number of the related entry and y the rank of R in my comment. At last the same Appendix 
also contains versions of some awarded entries which are announced in the text by AX (X = 1, 2, ...). 
Offered for the benefit of the authors all of these are expected to be simply instructive by comparison 
as an illustration of how much and in which way form has played a decisive role in the lesser degree 
of radiance achieved by their published originals. Henceforth to value the most a brilliant concept of 
his own I wish any composer to be even more patient and pay as much attention as required to each 
and every facet of his dear chess composition gem, preferably before publication. 

1st Prize: № 2375  
Anatoly Vasilenko 

  

1.Sc6? (2.Sd4#) d:e4! y 
1...sd5 x 2.D:c8# [2...t:c8??] 
1...sd6 2.D:d6# 
1...sd7 2.Dg8# 
1...lg1 2.T:e5# 

 

1.Sef5? (2.Sd4#) sd5! x 
1.Shf5! (2.Sd4#) 
 1...sd5 x 2.D:d5# 
 1...d:e4 y 2.f7# [2...d:g6??] 
 1...lg1 2.T:e5# 

 

Doubling the Ventura theme as in № 2375 is a really fine task 
also achieved twice during the same two-year period 2019-2020, 
first with many other themes (A214652: Barnes, Dombrovskis, 
Le Grand, B1 theme) and secondly with some attractive features 
(A219626: choice of key move, a thematic flight giving key). The 
originality of № 2375 lies in the fact that for the first time there 
are two black defenders instead of one already pinned in the 
diagram position. The threatening mates in all three phases occur   #2 v v 9+7 

on the same square and exploit the double pin. Indirect Ventura (in 1.Sc6? sd5!) and direct 
Ventura (in 1.Sef5?, 1.Shf5! d:e4) are enhanced here by some correction play allowing both 
thematic defences to refute each in turn one of the tries. The light and airy setting without ps is 
a good indicator of how gracefully such a rich content has been delivered. 
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2nd Prize: № 2270  
Dragan Stojnić 

  

 1...s:f2/b4/l:d4  
  2.L:f3#/Dd3#/T:d4# 
1.Tc~? (2.Sc3#) s:f2! [2.L:f3+?] 
1.Tc5? (2.Sc3#) l:d4! [2.T:d4+?]  
 1...s:f2 2.T:e5# [2.L:f3+?] 
1.Tc4? (2.Sc3#) s:f2! [2.L:f3+?]  
 1...b4 2.d:e5# [2.Dd3??] 

 
1.Tcd3? (2.Sc3#) b4! [2.Dd3??]  
 1...l:d4 2.T(3):d4# [2.T2:d4+?] 
1.Tc1! (2.Sc3#) 
 1...s:f2 2.Te1# [L:f3+?] 
 1...b4 2.Dd3#/ 
 1...l:d4 2.T:d4# 
 1...sd5 2.Lg6# 

 

Velimirović attack, only achieved for the 2nd time (after A190417) 
with a T as a thematic key piece but without the same full 3 × 3 cycle 
(after 1.Tc4? the thematic defence 1...ld4 should have prevented 
the threat and allowed instead the set mate 2.T2:d4#) of thematic 
pieces’ functions (refutation/changed mate/non-changed variation), a #2 * v v v v 10+9 

minor (thematic) blemish in this otherwise splendid twomover where no more by-play variation however 
(as 1...de6 in the pioneer example) repeats a thematic mate. Introducing white correction 1.Tc~? 
(2.Sc3#) is at least well defined by 1.T3c2?/1.T:c6? since 1.Te3+/1.T:f3 are not valuable random 
moves. A nice extra feature is that the thematic changed mate in both tries 1.Tc5? and 1.Tc4? occurs 
on the same square due to a l on e5 (a p after 1.Tc4? b4 would have allowed the dual mate 2.d5#). 
At last the post-key play gives an extra changed mate after 1...sf2 (3 × 1 change of mate) such as to 
avoid the mere repetition of all set mates while the by-play variation 1...sd5 still gives a role to Lh5. 

3rd Prize: № 2377  
 Sergey I. Tkachenko & 

Petro Novitsky 

4th Prize: № 2272   
Valery Shanshin  

After V. Dyachuk & V. Kopyl  

5th Prize: № 2271   
Dragan Stojnić 

After P. Einat 

   
#2 * v v  10+10 #2 * v  12+8 #2 v v v 11+9  

 1...e6 x 2.Dd7# A,Da7# B 
1.Sb6? (2.Td5# C) td8! 
 1...e6 x 2.Dd7# A [2.Da7?] 
 1...e2 2.D:g1# D 
1.Sd6? (2.Td5# C) tb8! 
 1...e6 x 2.Da7# B [2.Dd7?] 
 1...e2 2.D:g1# D 
1.S:e3! (2.S3c2#; 2.Td5+?) 
 1...f:e3 2.Td5# C  
 1...k:e3/th2 2.D:g1# D/S:f5# 
 

 1...k:e5 x 2.Sf3# A  

 1...t:e5 y 2.Se2# 
1.Se4? (2.Sf3# A/Dc5# B)  
 [2.D:e3+? C k:e5!]  
 1...k:e5 x 2.Dd6#  
 1...t:e5 y 2.D:e3# C 
 1...tc7! [2.Te4+?] 
1.Sd5! (2.Sf3# A / 

D:e3# C) 
 [2.Dc5+? B k:e5!] 
 1...k:e5 x 2.Lf6#   
 1...t:e5 y 2.Dc5# B 
 1...tc7/t:e1/ 2.Te4#/Dc3# 

1.Td7? (2.Ld5#) sc7!  
 1...se:c5+ 2.Sb:c5# A  

 1...s:f4 2.Sf2# C 
1.Db8? (2.Sf2# C/De5# D) sd6! 
 1...sb:c5+ 2.Sd:c5# B  
1.T:f7? (2.Sf2# C) lf6! 
 1...se:c5+ 2.Sd:c5# B  
1.Dh8! (2.De5# D) 
 1...sb:c5+ 2.Sb:c5# A  
 1...l:f4 2.Sf2# C 
 1...lf6/f6 2.Dh7#/T:e6# 
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3rd Prize: № 2377, Sergey I. Tkachenko & Petro Novitsky  
A very convincing blend of two themes (Mäkihovi, Gamage) brought with one transferred 

mate (2.D:g1#) and one threat (2.Td5#) coming back as mate, dual avoidance and Threat 
correction. The very small and unavoidable weakness of this otherwise fine composition is the 
rather out-of-play but very well used Tb2 pointing to 1.S:e3! since 1.Td2? (2.Sc2#) would 
have been a plausible try if not brutally refuted by 1...c:d2!. However, the nice pin-mate 2.S:f5# 
that follows the obvious key move (after 1...th2) not only gives another function to the D but 
above all reminds the solver with pleasure that the virtual play instead of the post-key one deals 
with the unpinned df6. 

4th Prize: № 2272, Valery Shanshin (after V. Dyachuk & V. Kopyl 2nd Pr. StrateGems 2010) 
The #2 from which № 2272 derives is A150798 published in 2010 and reproduced in the 

FIDE Album 2010-2012 (A111) with the following comment: “Zagoruiko with a Dombrovskis 
paradox element”. Both of these compositions display an identical set play and share a very 
similar matrix but the originality of № 2272 is linked to the Da3 now playing the role of Th6 
in its forerunner. Such a change (leading to double threats instead of single ones in virtual as 
in actual play) brings a substantial addition of two well related themes, Le Grand and Sushkov, 
to the yet impressive content of A150798. Simply a very fine and fully justified extension of a 
fruitful idea. 

5th Prize: № 2271, Dragan Stojnić (after P. Einat, 1st Pr. Israel QCT 2017) 
Marked improvement over its predecessor https://yacdb.org/#553778, this composition shows 

much more than mere reciprocal change (1...a 2.A#, 1...b 2.B#, 1...a 2.B#, 1...b 2.A#) over four 
phases. A first novelty is the introduction of a unified pair of s-defences that are now followed by 
a pair of S-mates (Pula WCCC 1997 theme, as mentioned in the author’s solution). A second 
valuable addition is brought by the Barnes theme displayed in the last three phases of play.  
Thirdly, the additional transferred mate 2.Sf2# C (a threat in both second and third phases) from 
the first to the fourth phase unifies even more the whole composition (where all phases are of 
equal value) crowned in the post-key play by a most interesting pair of by-play mates after a pair 
of defences on the same square f6. Finally, each of the four check-provoking key moves is here 
nicely introduced by the unpin of a thematic black defender. A masterly achievement. 

1st Hon. Mention: № 2338  
Pavel Murashev 

  

 1...t:e5/sf5 2.Sg7# A/e:f5# D 
1.Sf3? (2.Sg7# A) lc3! 
 1...sf5/tf5/f5  
  2.S(3):g5#/S(f)d4#/S:g5# 
 

 
1.S:c6? (2.Sg7#) f5! 
 1...sf5/tf5/lc3  
  2.e:d5# /S(c)d4#/S(c)d8# 
1.S:f7! (2.Sg7#) 
 1...sf5/tf5/lc3  
  2.S(7):g5#/T:d6#/S(f)d8# 

 

The set play of this composition introduces the key piece in all 
three following phases by a suggestive mate 2.Sg7# (intended 
to become their common threat mate) following the self-
block 1...t:e5 (B2 theme) but not 1...d:e5 (urging the Se5 
to move). It also features the defence 1...sf5 not yet of the 
Barulin type for the split Zagoruiko over 4 phases (since 
2.S3:g5# and 2.S7:g5# respectively after 1.Sf3? and 1.S:f7! 

#2 * v v  7+10 

are the same mate) joined after all three key moves by 1...tf5. Another Barulin black move 
1...f5 defends (as 1...sf5) after 1.Sf3? but refutes 1.S:c6?, while 1...lc3 does exactly the 
opposite. The capture key move 1.S:f7! then crowns a fully satisfying step by step well 
presented logical process. Elegant and charming. 
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2nd Hon. Mention: № 2302  
 Zoran Gavrilovski 

3rd Hon. Mention: № 2374  
Anatoly Vasilenko & 

Mark Basisty 

4th Hon. Mention: № 2376  
 Sergey Solokhin 

   
#2 v v v 14+8 #2 v v v   7+9 #2 * v v  8+11 
1.Se6? (2.Sc3# A,Sd6# B)  
 1...tb8! 
1.Sb3? (2.Sc3# A,Sd6# B)  
 1...e:d2/e2! 2.S:d2#/? 
1.Sf5? (2.Sfd6#) td8! 
 1...k:f4 2.Sg3# C [2.Sfd6+? s:f7!] 
 1...s:f7, s:c4 2.Sc3# A 
1.Se2! (2.Sec3#) 
 1...kf3 2.Sg3# C [2.Sec3+? e2!] 
 1...e:d2 2.Sd6# B 

1.Te8? (2.Le7# A) e4! 
 1...lg5 2.L:e5# 
1.T:e5? (2.Df8#, 2.Le7+ A?) 
 1...l:e5 2.Le7# A 
 1...lh6!    
1.Sc3? (2.Dd5# B) tc5!  
 1...lb3 2.Sb5#  
1.S:c7! (2.Se8#, 2.Dd5+ B?) 
 1...t:c7 2.Dd5# B   
 1...k:c7 2.Db8# 

 1...c6 x 2.Dd6# A  
 1...d5 y 2.Tc6# B 
1.T:b6? (2.T:b5#) c6! x 
 1...c:b6 2.Dd6# A  
 1...s:b6 2.D:c7# 
1.Sc6? C (2.Sd6# D) d5! y 
 1...d:c6 2.T:c6# B 
 1...kc4 2.Se3# 
1.Sd6! D (2.Sc6# C) 
 1...c:d6 2.D:d6# A  
 1...kd4 2.Sf3# 

2nd Honourable Mention: № 2302, Zoran Gavrilovski 
A well unified blend of White correction and Threat correction showing the Rudenko 

theme in a split form featuring a transferred mate (2.Sg3#) after two splendid k-Schiffmann 
defences introduced each time by a flight giving key. Most often such a pair of defences has 
been displayed in single-phase 2-movers not in a four-phase one like № 2302 which is to be 
compared only to A93745 in quality. The changed mate after 1...e:d2 adds a delightful touch 
to this fine piece of art. 

3rd Honourable Mention: № 2374, Anatoly Vasilenko & Mark Basisty 
Impressive analogous threat correction shown in two independent pairs of phases (1.Te8? 

with 1.T:e5? and 1.Sc3? with 1.S:c7!) where the avoided threat in the second phase comes back 
as a mate. However, apart its active role in the first two tries the Te7 only prevents the cook 1.Le7#. 

4th Honourable Mention: №  2376, Sergey Solokhin 
Both set mates are transferred each in turn in one of the tries precisely refuted by one or the 

other set defence. It is true that 1.T:b6? is the less plausible of both tries since any solver will 
think first to play one of the front pieces of the set half-battery such as to lure the Tg5 into play. 
Nevertheless the splendid reversal of key and threat achieved in the more appealing phases 
introduces a rich changed play with no repetition apart 2.Dd6# which is transferred from the set 
play after 1.Sd6! for a second time. At W1 there are active sacrifices of three different white 
pieces all occurring on three adjacent squares of the 6th row. The overall unity of this composition 
with no white pawns is partly due to the nice echo between two clusters of units (pc7 + pd7 
and Se5 + Sf5). 
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5th Hon. Mention: № 2339  

 Zoran Gavrilovski 
6th Hon. Mention: № 2337  

Živko Janevski 
7rd Hon. Mention: № 2340  

 Zoran Gavrilovski 

   
#2 * v v   10+13 #2 * v v v v v v v  8+7 #2 * v 10+13 
 1...sc3/sd8/td6  
  2.T:e3# A/S:c5# B/S:e5# C  
1.L:e3? (2.Dd5#) e4! 
 1...s:e3+/sc3/sd8/td6 
  2.T:e3# A/Sf2#/B#/C#  
1.L:c5? (2.Dd5#) sd6! 
 1...s:c5/sd8/td6/sc3/e4 
  2.S:c5# B/La6#/C#/A#/Td4# 
1.L:e5! (2.Dd5#) 
 1...t:e5/td6/sc3/sd8 
  2.S:e5# C/L:f5#/A#/B# 

 1...d4 2.Tf5# A, Tg5# B 
1.Tf6? (2.Db6#) c3! 
 1...d4 x 2.Tf5# A   
1.Dd8? (2.D:f8#) b:a6! 
 1...d4 2.D:d4# 
1.Te3? d4/h4! 2.T(3)e5#/?   
1.Te2? d4/h4! 2.T(2)e5#/? 
1.Th3? d4/h4! 2.T(3):h5#/? 
1.Th2? d4/h4! 2.T(2):h5#/? 
1.Tfg3? d4/h4! 2.T(3)g5#/? 
1.Tg6! (2.Db6#) 
 1...d4 x /c3 2.Tg5# B /T:c3# 

 1...lc5 2.Db7#  
 1...sc5 2.Dd6# 
1.Sc6? (2.Dd4#) lf7! 
 1...lc5 2.S:c3#  
 1...sc5 2.Se7# 
1.Se2!! (2.Dd4#) 
 1...lc5 2.Se:c3#  
 1...sc5 2.Sf4# 
 

5th Honourable Mention: № 2339, Zoran Gavrilovski 
Some compositions (A10899, A25131, A37949) have already featured thrice obstruction of a 

square at W1 move in the virtual play before using a quiet key move by the thematic L to 
simply preserve all set mates. More in the spirit of № 2339 but with a fourth pawn (such as pc3) 
an extended form of the same matrix has even been used in A38872 to introduce some interesting 
changed play but most of all a successful capturing key move for the first time by the 
incarcerated L. However, the result was far less unified than it is here where each of three equal 
phases introduced by a capture of a p shows one transferred and one changed mate. Quite a 
polished impression should surely have been more striking without the superfluous but 
inoffensive try 1.Lc3? (2.Dd5#) e4! as for instance in A1 or moreover in A2 (respectively good 
enough for 1st Honourable Mention and 1st Prize). 

6th Honourable Mention: № 2337, Živko Janevski 
A full exploitation of an already known matrix using the same masked half-pin to also show 

the Ellerman-Mäkihovi theme (but with the Le Grand in A253529 it becomes the Mäkihovi-
Robert theme) gives originality to this lovable composition enhanced by the highly valuable try 
1.Dd8? due to an additional changed mate after 1...d4. However, the value of the other changed 
mates after this same defence is reduced by the repeated refutation 1...h4! after the five tries 
1.Te3?, 1.Te2?, 1.Th3?, 1.Th2? and 1.Tfg3?. 

7th Honourable Mention: №  2340, Zoran Gavrilovski 
Harmonious Zagoruiko with a nice key giving 2 flights to the kd5. But apart for a pleasing 

surprise effect each of these flights fulfills an essential role in preventing the set mates to come back in 
the post-key play after a pair of thematic defences on the same square (1...lc5/sc5 2.Db7+?/Dd6+? 
k:e5!/ke4!). It is then for this reason that № 2340 earned a place (and a good one!) in the award. 
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8th Hon. Mention: № 2373  
 Oleg Efrosinin 

9th Hon. Mention: № 2301  
Pavel Murashev 

10th Hon. Mention: № 2273  
 Pavel Murashev 

   
#2 v v   10+4 #2 v v v v 10+11 #2 * v v            14+12  

1.Td6? (zugzwang) f6! 
 1...k:d6 2.Lf8# 
 1...b6 2.Td5#, Tc6#  
1.Lf6? (zugzwang) b6! 
 1...kd6 2.Le7# [Ld4+?] 
 1...kb6 2.Ld4# [Le7+?] 
1.Sf6! (2.Se4#, Sd7#) 
 1...kd6 2.Se4# [Sd7+?] 
 1...kb6 2.Sd7# [Se4+?] 
 1...kd4 2.Sd3# [Se4+?, Sd7+?] 

1.Da8? X (2.Tcd6#) l:d3! 
 1...d:c6/le3 2.D:c6#/T:e5# 
1.T:e7? A (2.Sd8/S:e5# C/D) dh5! 
 1...k:c6 2.Da8# X 
1.Sf~? (2.Ted6# B) e4! 
 1...d:c6/d:e6 2.Dd8#/D:e6# 
1.Sd8? C (2.T:e7#/Ted6# A/B) d:c6! 
 1...d:e6 2.D:e6# 
1.S:e5! D (2.T:e7#A; 2.Ted6+?) 
 1...l:e5 2.Ted6# B 
 1...s:c5/dh5/l:c6/d:c6/d:e6 
  2.T:c5#/e4#/c4#/Dd8#/D:e6# 

 1...f5 2.D:e5# A 
1.D:f6? (2.D:e5# A) d:g5! 
 1...sc4/s:c6 2.D:g6#/Lf4# B 
 1...d:g7/d:f6 2.Df5#/S:f6# 
1.Se6? (2.Lf4# B) ld1! 
 1...sc4/s:g4 2.Sec5#/Sg7# 
1.Dc5! (2.Lf4# B) 
 1...sc4/s:g4 2.L:d5#/De7# 
 1...l:f2/ld1/t:c5  
  2.L:f2#/L:d5/S:c5# 

8th Honourable Mention: № 2373, Oleg Efrosinin 
The outstanding concept of this composition well served by a light construction displays changed 

mates linked by anti-dual over three phases where the freedom given to the kc5 steadily increases. 
However, its rendering suffers from two flaws the author chose not to consider important to cure. 
The first one is the dual mate 2.Td5#, Tc6# after 1.Td6? b6, and the second, the additional extended 
refutation 2...k(:)e4! after 1.Sf6! kd4 2.Se4+?, Sd7+? f6! spoiling the intended anti-dual choice 
of mates. Adding a Pd5 and a Pf3 would have suffice to place № 2373 ahead of № 2337 but 
moving all the position one rank lower would have lead to the elegant A3 (just inferior to № 2375). 

9th Honourable Mention: № 2301, Pavel Murashev 
Besides a generous thematic content including White correction, Barnes, Caprice (but no real 

Reversal however due to the dual threat mate C after 1.T:e7?), all this offered with active battery 
play (battery creation + activation of a half-battery), this composition also gives in the post-key play 
the characteristic content of the 7th WCCT theme with exactly three pairs of thematic variations 
crowned by distinct mates in this phase. However, this said theme was strictly designed for single-
phase #2s such as to be easily grasped and not overshadowed by other thematic content as it happens 
here. In my view all 3 related thematic groups of 2 variations shown in the post-key play are missing 
to produce the harmonious wholeness intended by the theme, being unfortunately based upon much 
less appealing features than the ones displayed in the virtual play full of really nice effects. 

10th Honourable Mention: №  2273, Pavel Murashev 
The se5 unpinned thrice (1.D:f6?, 1.Se6?, 1.Dc5!) each time defends with 1...sc4 (3 × 1 

change of mate), twice with the self-pinning move 1...s:g4 (2 × 1 change of mate) and once with 
1...s:c6 (1...s:d7, sf7 after 1.D:f6? simply lead to minor duals) nicely introducing as mate 
2.Lf4#. The key pieces in the last two phases each in turn guard the d4 square for the threat 2.Lf4# 
while mating by switchback (2.Sg7#, 2.De7#) to reach the same final position after 1...s:g4, 
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a Schiffmann defence only in the post-key play (after 1.Se6? s:g4 2.Lf4+ se3! and kf5!). 
Showing the same masked and direct battery play with an equally legal but lighter setting (by 
moving all the position one rank up) A4 would have been placed just behind № 2337. 

1st Commendation: № 2265  
 Barry Barnes 

2nd Commendation: № 2341  
Živko Janevski 

3rd Commendation: № 2379 
 Zoltán Labai &Vidadi Zamanov 

   
#2 * v v  7+6  #2 * v v v v v 13+10 #2 v v 10+11 

 1...s~ x 2.D(:)f3# A, D(:)c6# B  
1.Te6? (2.T:e5#, D:e5#) sf5! y  
 1...s~ x 2.D(:)f3# A [Dc6?? B]  
1.Tf5? (2.T:e5#, D:e5#) se6! z 
 1...s~ x 2.D(:)c6# B [Df3?? A] 
1.Sg4! (~/kd5 2.D:e5#) 
 1...s~ x 2.D(:)f3# A, D(:)c6# B 
 1...sf5 y 2.Dc6# B [Df3?? A] 
 1...se6 z 2.Df3# A [Dc6?? B] 
 

 1...d4/g:f4 2.L:b7#/T:f4# 
1.De6? A (2.Ld4# B, Lf6# C 
  Ld6#) lc8! 
1.Ld4? B (A, 2.Sgf6#) b:c3! 
1.Lf6? C (2.De6# A) l:c7! 
 1...sd3/lc8 2.L:d3#/D:d5# 
1.Sf~? (2.Df5# D) lc8! 
 1...d4 2.D:d4# 
1.Se6? (2.S:g5#) l:a6! 
1.S:d5! (2.Sdf6#) 
 1...l:d5 2.Df5# D 

1.Db5? (2.D:e5#) db8! 

 1...d2/e:f4 2.D:e2#/T:f4#  
1.f5? A (2.Th4# B) g5!  
 1...d2 2.D:c2# 
 1...e:f5 2.Dd5# 
 1...dh8 2.c7# 
1.Th4! B (2.f5# A) 
 1...d2 2.D:c2# 
 1...e:f4 2.D:e6#   
 1...g5 2.f:g5# 
 1...dh8 2.c7# 

1st Commendation: № 2265, Barry Barnes 
In spite of the unprovided flight there are set mates for all s-moves: 1...s~ x/sf5 y/se6 z 

2.D(:)f3#A, D(:)c6#B/Dc6# B/Df3# A. Each Anti-Bristol try prevents one of these mates: 1...sf5! y 
2.Dc6?? (after 1.Te6?) and 1...se6! z  2.Df3?? (after 1.Tf5?). The key 1.Sg4! also provides a 
mate for 1...kd5 (more nicely this time with only a single threat) but avoids any of the previous 
white damages such as to let the set pair of mates come back after 1...s~ except in one case (1.Sg4! 
sf3 2.D:f3#A and no more 2.Dc6# B) since the S plays a role in the set play (habitually a desired 
feature but not here) as in the try 1.Tf5? by guarding f5 after 1...sf3. Thence № 2265 lacks purity of 
aim, but this flaw can easily be cured by recycling the same material as in A5 (just topping № 2374).   

2nd Commendation: № 2341, Živko Janevski 
The set mates for both black moves disappearing after the key is a pleasant worthy feature and the 

white reversal play with the first 3 tries (1.De6?, 1.Ld4?, 1.Lf6?) would surely have been so either 
without the presence of additional threats (2.Ld6# after 1.De6? and 2.Sgf6# after 1.Ld4?) reducing 
a lot its value. White Correction combined with Threat Correction in the last three phases (1.Sf~?, 
1.Se6?, 1.S:d5!) then appears as the core of № 2341 with changed functions of some white moves 
played at W1 or W2 (by Dd7/Le5 at e6/f6). The changed mate after 1...d4 is a nice addition. 

3rd Commendation: №  2379, Zoltán Labai & Vidadi Zamanov 
Nice reciprocal change of the first move and threat in two phases (1.f5?, 1.Th4!) enhanced 

by a pair of changed mates due to the additional try 1.Db5? after 1...d2/e:f4. By chosing “to 
go where the matrix naturally leads” (Zoran Gavrilovski, quoted above) with a more economical 
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setting (by simply removing Lb7 and Pc6 and moving pb6 to b7) the authors would have 
allowed their joint composition as A6 to stand among the prizewinners just in front of № 2377. 
The presence of Lb7 is simply not required in 1.Db5? with 1...db8! as refutation but alas no 
other valuable defence for the d is able to force the desirable battery mate 2.c7#.  

4th Commendation: № 2378  
Pavel Murashev  1...td5 2.Sd3# A, Se6# B 

1.De4? (2.Sd3# A, Se6# B) tb4! 
 1...d5 a 2.De7# 
 1...tc3 b 2.T:c3# C 
 1...t:c2 2.D:c2# 

1.Dg8? (2.Sd3# A) se1! 
 1...d5 a 2.Df8#  
 1...tc3 b 2.T:c3# C 
 1...se5 c 2.Dd5# 
 1...lf7 d 2.Dc8# 

 

1.Tc3! C (2.T:c4#) 
 1...d5 a 2.Sd3# A [Se6+?] 
 1...t:c3 b 2.Se6# B [Sd3+?] 

 
 1...se5 c 2.L:d4#  
 1...lf7 d 2.Tc8# 

The nice set play variation and the additional content brought by 
the second try 1.Dg8? (the less interesting tries 1.Df7? & 1.De6? 
alas competing with it just prevent № 2378 to surpass № 2338) are 
just enough to avoid total anticipation of this entry by A212061  
showing, also enriched by dual avoidance in the solution, the Surkov-
Slesarenko combination (of double-threat Dombrovskis paradox, 

#2 * v v 11+9 

Erokhin and Rudenko) with about the same mechanism and strategy. The expert reader should 
confirm that this theme is most probably named after A193331, a 2013 composition I just recently 
discovered in the FIDE Album 2013-15 (A 91). At last the Bartolović theme intended to be shown 
in № 2378 with the thematic defences 1...d5 a and 1...t(:)c3 b should have required a repeated mate 
(2.De7# or 2.Df8#) instead of a changed one (2.Sd3# A) after 1...d5 a in the post-key play.  
  

APPENDIX 
R2375-1 V. Shanshin 

& A. Vasilenko 
2nd Pr. Polish Chess 

Federation 2019 

R2375-2 Anatoly 
Vasilenko 

Polish Chess 
Federation 2020 

R2270-1 Marjan 
Kovačević 

1st-3rd Pr. Velimirović 
MT 2016 

R2272-1 V. Dyachuk 
& V. Kopyl 

2nd Pr. StrateGems 
2010 

    
#2 v v  12+11 #2 v  10+8 #2 v v v   11+11 #2 * v  13+10 

1.Kd3? (2.Se3# A, Sb6# B) 
 1...sc5+/se5+/t:d4+/tf7! 
  2.D:c5#/T:e5#/D:d4#/? 
1.Sed6? (2.Se3# A) te4!   
 1...tf7 x/sc5/t:d4  
  2.Sb6# B [2...t:b6??]/  
  D:c5#/D:d4# 
1.Le5! (2.Sb6# B)  
 1...tf7 x/s:e5/t:d4  
  2.Se3# A [2...t:e3??]/ 
  T:e5#/D:d4# 

1.Sh5? (2.Sg5# A) df4!  
 1...l:f6/sd4 2.S:f6#/D:d4# 
1.Sd5! (2.Sc3#, Sg5+?) 
 1...de5/ke5 x/d:b4 y                                                           
  2.Sg5# A/De7# [2...le6??    
   2.Sc3+? ld5!]/Te8#  
   [2...le6??, 2.De7+? d:e7!] 
 1...c:d5/l:f6/sd4 
  2.D:d5#/S:f6#/D:d4# 

 

1.Te6? (2.Se3#) d:c5!  
 1...f4/sc4/d:e6  
  2.Dg5# [De4??]/Lg2#/D:e6# 
1.Tf3? (2.Se3#) sc4!  
 1...d:c5/f4/de6 
  2.T:f5# [De6+?]/De4#/D:e6# 
1.Te4? (2.Se3#) f4!  
 1...sc4/d:c5/de6 
  2.L:c4# [Lg2??]/De6#/D:e6# 
1.Te1! (2.Se3#) 
 1...f4/d:c5/sc4/de6 
  2.De4# /De6#/Lg2#/D:e6# 

 1...k:d4 2.Sc6# A  
 1...d:d4 2.Sd7# 
1.Se4? (2.Sc6# A) d:c2!  
 1...k:d4 2.Lc3#   
 1...d:d4 2.D:f4# 
1.Sd5! (2.Sc6# A)   
 1...k:d4 2.Db2#   
 1...d:d4 2.L:d6# 
 1...d:c2/l:d5/g7~ 
  2.D:f4/T:d5#/h8D(L)# 
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R2271-1 Paz 

Einat 
1st Pr. Israel QCT 
Variantim 2017 

R2302-1 Georg 
Pongrac 

1st H.M. Schach-
Aktiv 2004 

R2339-1 Aleksandr 
Pankratiev 

2nd-3rd Pr. L’Italia 
Scacchistica 1991-1992 

R2272-1 V. Kopaev 
& V. Rychkov 
Probleemblad 

1994 

    
#2 v v v  10+8 #2 v v v  12+9 #2 v v v v   8+12 #2 v v v v 10+14 

1.Tc5? (2.Tc3#) s:f3! 
 1...d:f4+/b4 2.Se:f4# A/D:a6# 
1.Te5? (2.Te3#) le4!    
 1...d:f4+/s:g2[sc2]/f1s  
  2.Sg:f4# B/L(:)c2#/S:e1# 
1.De6,7? (2.De3#) le5!    
 1...l:f4+/s:g2/f1s/le4  
  2.Sg:f4# B/Lc2#/S:e1#/ 
   D:e4# 
1.Dc5! (2.Dc3#)  
 1...l:f4+ /s:f3/b4  
  2.Se:f4# A/Dc2#/Dc4# 

1.Sc5? (2.Se6#) sc7!   
 1...kc4 2.Sb3# [Se6+?] 
1.Sd6? (2.Sb5#) tb2!  
 1...ke5 2.Sf5# [Sb5+??] 
1.Sac7? (2.Sb5#, Se6#) 
 1...k:e5/s:c7 2.Se6#/Db6# 
 1...kc4! 
1.Sec7! (2.Sb5#, Se6#) 
 1...kc4/ke5/s:c7                                                              
  2.Sb5# [Se6+? sc7!]/ 
  Se6# [Sb5+? sc7!]/ 
   Db6#    

1.L:c3? (2.Td4#) t3:a5!  
 1.Lg7? (2.Td4#) t7:a5! 
 1.Lf6? (2.Td4#) l:a5!  
1.L:e3? (2.Td4#) s:a5!  
1.Lh8! (2.Td4#) 
 1...t3:a5 2.S:c3# 
 1...t7:a5 2.D:f7# 
 1...l:a5 2.Sf6# 
 1...s:a5 2.S:e3#  
 

1.L:b6? (2.T:d5#) lg5!  
1.L:d6? (2.T:d5#) t6g5! 
1.L:d4? (2.T:d5#) t4g5!  
1.Lb4? (2.T:d5#) dg5! 
1.La3! (2.T:d5#) 
 1...lg5 2.D:b6# 
 1...t6g5 2.S:d6# 
 1...t4g5 2.S:d4# 
 1...dg5 2.Tb4# 

 
R2339-3 Herbert 

Ahues 
3rd Pr. Die Schwalbe 

1974 

R2339-4 Almiro 
Zarur 

Probleemblad 
1998 

A1  № 2339v 
(version by Zoran 

Gavrilovski) 

A2  № 2339v 
(version by Charles 

Ouellet) 

    
#2 v v v v v  11+11 #2 v v v  12+13 #2 * v v v   11+14 #2 * v v 11+13 
1.L:d6? (2.Lf5#) db5!  
1.L:f4? (2.Lf5#) sdc5! 
1.Ld4? (2.Lf5#) tb5! 
1.Lc3? (2.Lf5#) sac5! 
1.La1? (2.Lf5#) b2! 
1.Lb2! (2.Lf5#) 
 1...db5 2.S:d6# 
 1...sdc5 2.S:f4# 
 1...tb5 2.Dd4# 
 1...sac5 2.Sc3# 
 1...t:h5 2.Df3# 

1.L:e5? (2.Sd6#) tf6!  
 1...l:e5 2.S:e5# A 
1.L:e3? (2.Sd6#) g5! 
 1...d:e3 2.S:e3# B 
1.L:c3? (2.Sd6#) t:e2! 
 1...t:c3 2.T:c3# C 
 1...td2(:b2) 2.L:d2(:b2)# 
1.L:c5! (2.Sd6#) 
 1...tf6 2.S:e5# A 
 1...g5 2.S:e3# B 
 1...td(:b/:e)2 2.T:c3# C 
 1...c:b5 2.L:e3# 

 1...s:c3/sd8/td6  
  2.T:e3# A/S:c5# B/  
   S:e5# C  
1.L:e3? (2.Dd5#) e4! 
 1...s:e3+/s:c3 
  2.T:e3# A/Sf2#  
1.L:c5? (2.Dd5#) sd6! 
 1...s:c5/sd8 
  2.S:c5# B/La6# 
1.L:e5! (2.Dd5#) 
 1...t:e5/td6/s:c3/sd8 
  2.S:e5# C/L:f5#/A#/B# 

 1...s:e3/sd8/t:d6  
  2.T:c3# A/S:c5# B/  
   S:e5# C  
1.L:c3? (2.Dd5#) c4! 
 1...s:c3+/s:e3 
  2.T:c3# A/Sb2#  
1.L:c5? (2.Dd5#) s:d6! 
 1...s:c5/sd8 
  2.S:c5# B/L:a6# 
1.L:e5! (2.Dd5#) 
 1...t:e5/t:d6/s:e3/sd8 
   2.S:e5# C/Lf5#/A#/B# 
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R2337-1 Charles 

Ouellet 
C. Die Schwalbe 2019 

A3  № 2373v 
(version by Charles 

Ouellet) 

A4  № 2273v 
(version by Charles 

Ouellet) 

A5  № 2265v 
(version by Charles 

Ouellet) 

    
#2 *   2 solutions 4+3 #2 v v  9+10 #2 * v v   14+11 #2 * v v 7+6 

1.Tb2! (2.Tc1# B)  
 1...f2 2.Tb1# A 
1.Tc2! (2.Tb1# A) 
 1...f2 2.Tc1# B 
 

1.Td5? (zugzwang) f5!   
 1...k:d5/b5 2.Lg8#/Tc5# 
1.Lf5? (zugzwang) b5!   
 1...k:d5 2.Le6# [Ld3+?]  
 1...kb5 2.Ld3# [Le6+?] 
1.Sf5! (2.Se3#, Sd6#) 
 1...kd5 2.Se3# [Sd6+?]  
 1...kb5 2.Sd6# [Se3+?] 
 1...kd3 2.Sd2# [Se3+?, 
  Sd6+?] 

 1...f7~ 2.D:e6# A 
1.D:f7? (2.D:e6# A) d:g6! 
 1...sc5/sc7/s:f3+ 
  2.D:g7#/Lf5# B /L:f3# 
1.Se7? (2.Lf5# B) lc1!  
 1...sc5/s:g5/s:f3+  
  2.S(e)c6#/Sg8#/L:f3# 
1.Dc6! (2.Lf5# B) 
 1...sc5/s:g5 2.L:d6/De8# 
 1...s:f3+/lc1/t:c6 
  2.L:f3#/L:d6#/S:c6# 

 1...s~ 2.Df5# A, Dc8# B 
1.Te8? (2.T:e7#, D:e7#)  
 1...s:e8 2.Df5# A  
 1...sf7! x 
1.Tf7? (2.T:e7#, D:e7#)  
 1...s:f7 2.Dc8# B  
 1...se8! y 
1.Sg6! (2.D:e7#)   
 1...s~ 2.Df5# A, Dc8# B  
 1...sf7 x 2.Dc8# B [Df5??] 
 1...se8 y 2.Df5# A [Dc8??]  

 

A6 No 2379v 
(version by Charles 

Ouellet) 

R2378-1 Vasil 
Dyachuk 

1st H.M. The 
Problemist 2017 

R2378-2 R. Surkov & 
A. Slesarenko 

2nd Pr. Shakhmatnaya 
kompozitsiya 2013 

 
 
 
 

I wish to thank the 
editor Zoran Gavrilovski 
for entrusting me with 
the task of judging this 
informal tourney and 
to thank all the quality 
composers who have 
competed in it, hoping 
that they will search 
again for new original 
ideas with perhaps from 
now a revived desire 
of finding their best 
available form. 

Charles Ouellet 
Granby, 14 May 2022                                             

   
#2 v v  8+11 #2 v  8+9 #2 v    10+10 
1.Db5? (2.D:e5#) db8! 
 1...d2/e:f4 2.D:e2#/T:f4# 
1.f5? A (2.Th4# B) g5!    
 1...d2/e:f5/dh8  
  2.D:c2#/Dd5#/D:b7# 
1.Th4! B (2.f5# A)  
 1...d2/e:f4 2.D:c2#/D:e6# 
 1...g5/dh8 2.f:g5#/D:b7#                                                     

1.Dg4? (2.Sb4# A, Se5# B)  
 1...se4 x/tb3 y 
  2.D:e4#/T:b3# C 
 1...ta3! 
1.Tb3! C (2.T:c3#) 
 1...se4 x, sb5/t:b3 y                                                           
  2.Sb4# A [2.Se5+? l:e5!]/ 
  2.Se5# B [2.Sb4+? t:b4!] 

1.Dd7? (2.S:c3# A, Sc7# B)  
 1...t:e6 x/te4 y/c:b5  
  2.D:e6#/Sf7# C/D:b5# 
 1...c5! 
1.Sf7! (2.D:e5#) 
 1...t:e6 x/te4 y/k:e6  
  2.S:c3# A/Sc7# B/Sd8#  

Thanks to Charles for his extensive and detailed award. Please send anticipation or other 
claims until 1.11.2022 to zoran.gavrilovski@gmail.com (Editor) 
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INFORMAL TOURNEY OF THE MACEDONIAN PROBLEMIST 2019-2020: #3 

AWARD by Predrag Žuvić 

In 2019 and 2020 TMP published 21 problems in the #3-n section. Most of them (18) are #3s, and 
there are 1 #4, 1 #5 and a miniature #9. The quality of published works is good. I did not include the 
problem № 2304 among the honoured entries due to a dual (1...f:g3 2.Sge6, Sh3). I propose the 
following ranking (in which the commendations are without order, listed by their publication date):  

1st Prize: № 2276  
Valery Shavyrin 

2nd Prize: № 2383  
Viktor Syzonenko 

3rd Prize № 2278  
Zoran Gavrilovski 

   
#3    11+9 #3 v v v   8+8 #3 v                                                13+11 

1.Ta6! (2.S:c5+ s:c5 3.Tb4#) 
 1...l~ 2.Tb1 (3.Sbc3# A,  
  3.S:d4# B, 3.Sbd6# C) 
 1...lb4! 2.Sbc3+ A k:a3  
  3.Ta2#  
 1...ld6! 2.S:d4+ B k:a3  
  3.S:c2# 
 1...l:a3! 2.Sbd6+ C kb4  
  3.Tb6# 
 

1.Kb2? (zuzgwang) e5! 
1.Sc1? (2.D:d3#) sb4!  
1.Dh3? (2.D:e6+ d5 3.D:d5#) 
 1...sd8 2.Sc1 ~ 3.D:d3# 
 1...sd4! x 
1.Dg1! (zugzwang) 
 1...b5 2.Se5+ A s:e5/d:e5 
  3.Sa5# B /D:c5# C    
 1...d5 2.Sa5+ B b:a5/s:a5 
  3.D:c5# C /Se5# A 
 1...sc6~ 2.D:c5+ C d:c5/b:c5 
  3.S(:)e5# A /S(:)a5# B     
 1...sd4! x 2.c:d4 ~ 3.Dc1# 
 1...e5 2.Dg8+ d5 3.D:d5# 

1.T1d4? A (2.Se4# D) f5! x  
1.Sc1! (2.T1d4 A ~  
  3.Sd3# B) 
 1...f5 x 2.Sd3+ B k:d5  
  3.Td4# C  
 1...h:g5 2.Tfd4 C ~  
  3.Se4# D    
  2...f5 3.Sd3# B  
 1...f:g5 2.Se4+ D kc4 
  3.Td4# A 
 1...sc6 2.L:c6 ~ 3.Sd3# 
 

1st Prize: № 2276, Valery Shavyrin 
The problem shows corrective defences by the black bishop, which are followed by activation 

of the battery on the diagonal line a4-e8 by different S-jumps, while the same S-moves feature as 
threatened mates after the l's random move. The weakening effects of the thematic defences are 
twice self-blocking a square and once closing the d-file (which prevents self-pin by the Sb5. The 
attractive idea unfolds by a key which activates the white half-battery and pins the black a-pawn. 
The white pawns on a7 and c7 are necessary, and yet they sligthly spoil the aesthetic impression. 

2nd Prize: № 2383, Viktor Syzonenko 
Cyclic change of white moves, which change their functions after three black defences in a 

very economically constructed setting. The corrective defence by the black knight (1...sd4), 
which refutes the try 1.Dh3?, also eliminates the cook 1.Df2.     

   3rd Prize: № 2278, Zoran Gavrilovski 
Another problem with cyclic change of white moves, in this case four moves – in the threat 

and three variations, with thematic defences by black pawns, including exchange of the white 2nd  
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and 3rd moves after 1...f5 and 1...h:g5. The play with anti-critical moves by the white rooks 
in the threat and after 1...h:g5 is symmetrical in relation to the a7-g1 diagonal line.     

1st Hon. Mention: № 2385  
Zoran Gavrilovski 

2nd Hon. Mention: № 2381  
Elmar Abdullaev & 

Aleksandr Melnichuk   

Special Hon. Mention: № 2279  
Dragan Stojnić 

   
#3 v          11+8 #3 v v v   7+4 #9   5+1 
1.b3? (zugzwang) dc2! 
 1...d~ 2.T(:)e4+ d:e4 3.f4# 
 1...d:f5 2.Sd3+ A d:d3  
  3.f4# C     
 1...l:f5 2.Te8+ B le6  
  3.f4# C     
1.Tg5! (2.f:e6+ df5+/f5 
  3.T:f5#/Lf6#) 
 1...d:f5+ 2.Kh2 [Kg3?] ~  
  3.Sd3# A  
 1...l:f5+ 2.Kg3 [Kh2?] ~  
  3.Te8#  

1.Kb2? (zugzwang) b:c4! x 
 1...b:a4 y 2.Ta3 ka5 3.T:a4# 
1.T7e4? (zugzwang) b:a4! y 
 1...b:c4 x 2.T:c4+ ka5 3.Te5# 
1.T7e5? A (zugzwang) ka5! z 
 1...b:a4 y 2.Ka2 B a3/a5 
  3.Tb3# C/Tb5# 
 1...b:c4 x 2.Ka2 B c3/a5 
  3.T3e4#/Tb5# 
1.Ka2! B (zugzwang) 
 1...b:a4 y 2.T7e5 A a3/a5 
  3.Tb3# C/Tb5# 
 1...b:c4 x 2.T7e5 A c3/a5 
  3.T3e4#/Tb5# 
 1...ka5 z 2.Tb3 C b~ 3.Te5# A  

1.Lg2! (zugzwang)  
 1...kd3! [ke1? 2.Kf4! & #8]  
  2.Kf3! kd4 3.Lf1 ke5  
   4.Lc4  kd4 5.d3! ke5  
    6.Sc2 kf5 7.Lf7! ke5 
     8.d4+ kf5 9.Se3#  
 

1st Honorary Mention: № 2385, Zoran Gavrilovski 
Changed continuations in the set play, i.e. the try 1.b3? and solution whose key forms a 

white battery and also allows checks to the K. The continuations from the set/virtual play become 
mates after the same black defences in the solution. The anti-dual withdrawals by the K in the 
solution leave Black without any defence from mate due to the fact that captures of the Pf5 
amount to self-pins. The K's position in the diagram setting also prevents the cook 1.f:e6?, as 
Black cannot save himself by check (1...d:h7+??). I would not say that the problem benefits of 
the try 1.b3? because the play is identical as the set play, so the b-pawns seem redundant to me. 

2nd Honorary Mention: № 2381, Elmar Abdullaev & Aleksandr Melnichuk   
An economical presentation of changed white continuations after defences by the black 

b-pawn, which are also defences and refutations in the tries. Besides that, the moves by the K 
and the Ts change functions in partiucular phases. The only Meredith threemover in the tourney.      

Special Honorary Mention: № 2279, Dragan Stojnić 
Although this problem is difficult to be considered out of the context of the author's remark about 

his efforts to achieve as long as possible length with the used material, I tended to give less weight 
to this circumstance. An interesting play with harmonious co-operation of all white units includes 
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valuable elements which should be noted, for example, the elegent manoeuvre by the L that starts 
from the board's corner or switchback of the S at the mating move (indicated by the author himself). 
I especially like the subtle move 5.d3, which, in fact, can be considered as a tempo move. 

Commendation: № 2305  
Živko Janevski 

Commendation: № 2344  
Petrašin Petrašinović 

Commendation: № 2384  
Nikita Kravtsov & 

Aleksandr Melnichuk   

   
#3 v          11+8 #4 v v   6+2 #3   8+10 

1.Se2! (2.f4+ t:f4 3.g:f4#) 
 1...lh6 2.D:c7+ d6 3.D:e7# 
 1...t:f3 2.D:a5+ sc5/d5 
  3.D:a1#/D:d5# 

1.Dg8? A (2.Dg4+ kd5 3.Kc7 
3...~ 4.Df3#/Dg2#/Sc3#) kf3!  
1.Db3? B (2.Dd3+ kd5 3.Kc7 
3...~ 4.Df3#/Dg2#/Sc3#) k:f5! 
1.Sd1! (2.Sf2+ C k:f5  3.Dg8 A  
 ~ 4.Dg4#/, 2...kf3 3.Db3+ B 
  3...k:e2/kg2 4.Dd1/Dh3#) 
 1...k:f5 2.Dg8 A ~ /d5 3.Sf2 C/  
  Sb2 ~/ke4 4.Dg4#/Dg4# 
 1...kf3 2.Sf2 C ~ 3.Db3+ B 
  3...k:e2/kg2 4.Dd1/Dh3# 
  2...kg2 3.Db1 D ~/kf3  
   4.Dh1#/De4# 
 1...d5 2.Db1+ D kf3 3.Sf2 C 
  3...k:e2/kg2 4.Dd1/Dh1# 

1.Kg5! (2.Kf4 ~ 3.Db5# A, 
  2...c:b2 3.Dc2# B 
  2...b3 3.D:c3# C 
  2...d:e5+ 3.S:e5# D) 
 1...le4 2.Db5+ A ke3  
  3.d5#     
 1...c3~ 2.D(:)c2+ B ke3 
  3.d5#     
 1...b3 2.D:c3+ C ke4 
  3.D:f3#     
 1...d:e5 2.S:e5+ D ke3 
  3.D:f3 

Commendation: № 2305, Živko Janevski 
Two analogouis variations in which black defences abandon their guard of the mating square. 

Weakening effects of black 2nd moves that defend against the check consist of opening a line to 
the D, thereby allowing the mate. However, captures of black pieces at the W3 moves look rough. 

Commendation: № 2344, Petrašin Petrašinović   
A fourmovers with changed functions and exchange of white moves.      

Commendation: № 2384, Nikita Kravtsov & Aleksandr Melnichuk 
Another interesting example with changed functions of four white moves. 

Finally, I want to thank the editor Zoran Gavrilovski on entrusting me to judge the informal 
tourney in this section.  

In Zagreb, 13.03.2021. 

Thanks to Predrag for his timely award, and my apologies for its delayed publication. The 
award will remain open until 1.11.2022. Claims to zoran.gavrilovski@gmail.com (Editor). 
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INFORMAL TOURNEY OF THE MACEDONIAN PROBLEMIST 2019-2021: RETROS 
AWARD by Hans Gruber (Regensburg, Germany), International Judge of the FIDE 

List of participating problems: 
- Issue 61: I-IV/2020 2333, 2334, 2335 [3]. 
- Issue 64: I-IV/2021 2453, 2454 [2]. 
- Issue 65: V-VIII/2021 2497, 2498, 2499 [3]. 

Although the tournament covered three years, only eight retros participated. The overall 
quality was good, however, and I hope that there will be more submissions in future years. It 
is a pleasant feature that TMP offers a specific tournament for retros; the FIDE-Albums show 
that they are a quite distinct genre. 

All three awarded problems are defensive retractors of the Proca type with the condition 
Anticirce. Although many such problems have been published in recent years, there is still 
much to be discovered. In the proof game genre, it is challenging to meet (or even extend) the 
general level. 

Prize: № 2334  
 Andreas Thoma 

Honourable Mention: № 2333 
 Andreas Thoma 

Commendation: № 2335  
 Andreas Thoma 

   
-9 & #1 Proca-retractor 8+9 -5 & #1 Proca-retractor 10+1 -6 & S=1 Proca-retractor 2+1 

Anti-Circe Anti-Circe Anti-Circe Cheylan 

1.Kb3:pb2[Ke1] lb1-a2+ 
 2.Ka2-b3 lc2-b1+ 3.Ka1-a2 
  3...pb3-b2+ 4.Kb1-a1 ld1-c2+ 
   5.Kc2-b1 le2-d1+ 6.Kd1-c2 
    6...lf1-e2+ 7.Ke2-d1 lg2-f1+ 
     8.Kf1-e2 lh1-g2+ 9.La7-b8 &  
      forward: 1.c8D# 

1.Lf4-c7 kb8-a7 2.Lc1-f4+  
 2...kc7-b8! [2...ka7-b8?  
  3.Ld8:sc7[Lc1] or 
  3.Ld8:tf6[Lc1] ~ 4.d7-d8L & 
   forw.: 1.b8D#] 3.e5:pf6 e.p.[Pf2] 
    3...pf7-f5 4.Ld2:df4[Lc1]  
     4...kd8-c7+  5.Lb4-d2 &  
       forward: 1.b8D# 

1.Ke1:pd2[Ke1] pd3-d2+ 
 2.Kf1:pg2[Ke1] pg3-g2+  
  3.Pg2:tf3[Pf2] te3-f3+  
   4.Ke1-f1  tf3-e3+  
    5.Kf7:df6[Ke1] kd8-c7+ 
    6.f5:pg6 e.p.[Pg2] & 
     forward: 1.Ke8+ k~= 

Prize: № 2334, Andreas Thoma 
In this most unusual Proca retractor the author does not focus on a multiplicity of uncaptures. 

Instead the bishop is forced to perform an original zigzag march from the left edge to the right 
edge. The purpose is to block the rook’s rebirth square so that White can legally retract La7-b8. 
Such strategic devaluation of a white officer requires some material to control this piece’s power. 

Honourable Mention: № 2333, Andreas Thoma 
A Rex Solus problem with a quiet key move. While in the short by-play the king stays in its 

prison, it reaches the open space in the main variation. Unexpectedly, a midfield prison is 
constructed to control the uncaptured black queen so that the king is forced to retract to square d8. 
It can be accepted that several otherwise inactive white pawns are used to build the queen’s cage. 
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Commendation: № 2335, Andreas Thoma 
A nice Wenigsteiner with good use of pieces, both white pieces uncapture several times. 

Although Black cannot strategically impact the solution, it is surprising how a white stalemate 
is achieved. 

Thanks to Hans for his quick award (e-mailed on 2.1.2022). Anticipation/other claims could be sent 
until 1.11.2022 to zoran.gavrilovski@gmail.com (Ed.) 

 

     INFORMAL TOURNEY OF THE MACEDONIAN PROBLEMIST 2021: H#2½ -3S 
AWARD by Nikola Stolev, International Judge of the FIDE 

Thirty problems participated in the informal tourney. Several notable composers with 
their problems made the tourney successful. Some problems which otherwise might have 
been honoured did not enter the award, with a view of motivating their authors to improve 
them. Here are short comments for some problems:  

№ 2436 – a familiar cycle of black moves;  
№ 2441 – rendering of Zilahi with a synchronized play;  
№s 2479, 2480 and 2482 – model mates without particular strategy;  
№ 2437 – repeated black moves;   
№ 2542 – numerous technical pawns;  
№ 2546 – double checkmate features in only one solution. 

1st Prize: № 2435  
 János Csák 

2nd Prize: № 2541 
 Vitaly Medintsev 

3rd Prize: № 2439  
 János Csák 

   
H#2½       2 solutions   7+13 H#2½      2 solutions                               6+13 H#3         2 solutions                        7+10 

1...T:e4 2.s:e3 T:e3 [T:e6? 
 Te5+?] 3.t:b4 Te5# 
1...L:e4 2.g:f5 L:f5 [L:c2?, 
 Ld3+?] 3.lc6 Ld3# 

1...Sf6 2.sh2 [s~?] Tc4 
 3.kd6 T:c6# 
1...Lf6 2.sb8 [s~?] Lf3 
 3.kf5 L:g4# 

1.l:b8!T:d4! 2.k:d4 a:b8D 
 3.kc5 De5# 
1.t:d8! L:f4+! 2.k:f4 e:d8D 
 3.kf5 D:g5# 

1st Prize: № 2435, János Csák 
A good combination of several problem motifs (line opening, black sacrifice etc.) with a 

well-synchronized play. An excellent achievement. 

2nd Prize: № 2541, Vitaly Medintsev 
A nice idea with changed pieces’ functions and precise play by s. An important achievement. 

3rd Prize: № 2439, János Csák 
Unexpected captures of L/T, with mates by the promoted Ds. A good achievement. 
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4th Prize: № 2435  

 Aleksandr Pankratiev & 
Evgeny Gavryliv 

1st Hon. Mention: № 2545 
 János Csák 

2nd Hon. Mention: № 2544  
 Zoran Gavrilovski 

   
H#3         2 solutions        7+12 H#3        2 solutions 6+13 H#3      2 solutions 5+11 

1.l:f4! T:c7 2.kd2 Td7  
 3.dc3 L:f4#  
1.d:b6! L:c7 2.kb4 Ld6  
 3.lc3 T:b6# 

1.s:e2 Td2 2.sd4 e:d4+ 
 3.kf4 Tf2# 
1.s:e3 Ld2 2.sc4 d:c4 
 3.kd6 Lf4# 

1.t:e7! L:g5+ 2.ke5 f4+  
 3.kd6 L:e7#  
1.s:h6! Te6 2.kg4 f3+  
 3.kh4 T:h6# 

4th Prize: № 2440, Aleksandr Pankratiev & Evgeny Gavryliv 
A synchronised play combining black follow-my-leader and exchanged functions of T/L 

ends in pin mates. A good achievement. 

1st Honourable Mention: № 2545, János Csák 
Nice battery play after white line opening, in combination with masked Grimshaw. 

2nd Honourable Mention: № 2544, Zoran Gavrilovski 
Model mates in combination with several strategic motifs.  

3rd Hon. Mention: № 2483  
 Aleksey Ivunin & 

Aleksandr Pankratiev  

Commendation: № 2543 
 Mykola Vasyuchko 

Commendation: № 2487  
 Aleksandr Pankratiev & 

Ivan Antipin 

   
H#3        2 solutions                                5+15 H#3          2 solutions                            7+6 H#3         b) pb5→b3   3+9 

1.se1 L:d2 2.df3 Lf4+ 
 3.ke4 Td4# 
1.le1 T:d2 2.dh4 Td4 
 3.df6 Lf4# 

1.l:c4 S:h7 2.kd5 f5  
 3.ld6 Sf6# 
1.l:f4 L:a3 2.ke5 c5  
 3.le6 Lb2# 

a) 1.dd2 Lc3 A 2.dd5  
    2...La5 3.td4 Tc3# B 
b) 1.da5 Tc3+ B 2.kb4  
    2...T:c6 3.db5 Lc3# A 
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3rd Honourable Mention: № 2483, Aleksey Ivunin & Aleksandr Pankratiev 
Anticipated unpin of white (initially half-pinned) pieces. Nice. 

Commendation: № 2543, Mykola Vasyuchko 
Several strategic motifs in an economical position. 

Commendation: № 2487, Aleksandr Pankratiev & Ivan Antipin 
The Kozhakin theme nicely fits with model mates.  

Nikola Stolev, FIDE International Judge  Skopje, 17.07.2022                  
  

     INFORMAL TOURNEY OF THE MACEDONIAN PROBLEMIST 2021: H#3½ -NS 
AWARD by Zoran Gavrilovski, International Judge of the FIDE 

The informal tourney of TMP for helpmate moremovers attracted 18 problems: 6 in 
issue 64 (№s 2444 – 2449), 9 in issue 65 (№s 2488 – 2496) and 3 in issue 66 (№s 2553 – 2555). 
The overall quality of the problem is not high, but there are several good problems. № 2488 
shows a well-known combination of white Grimshaw, Kniest and Zilahi themes (see A1-A3 in 
the Appendix) more economically, but with dull black play, so I did not include it in the award. 

In making the award I favoured a good strategy (featuring in a small number of problems), the 
play’s harmony, intensity and elegance, the quality of construction/economy and the originality.  

Prize: № 2554  
 Evgeny Gavryliv 

1st Hon. Mention: № 2445  
 Aleksandr Pankratiev & 

Evgeny Gavryliv 

2nd Hon. Mention: № 2496  
 Valery Barsukov 

   
H#4         2 solutions                             9+11 H#3½      2 solutions          7+10 H#7½                 2+4 

1.b:c1l Lb5 2.l:e3 Le8  
 3.lc1 Se3 4.kh6 Sf5# 
1.e:d1s Lc8 2.s:e3 Le6  
 3.sd1 L:g5 4.kh8 Lf6# 

1...S:b5 2.kd2 S:c3!  
 3.tb2 Lc7 4.k:c3 La5#  
1...Se6 2.kf3 S:f4!  
 3.k:f4 Tc7 4.k:e5 Te7# 

1...Kg2 2.da4 Ld4 
 3.sc3 Kf3 4.sb5 Ke4 
  5.kb7 Kd5 6.ka6 Kc6 
   7.ka5 Kb7 8.lb4 Lb6# 

Prize: № 2554, Evgeny Gavryliv 
Zilahi with captures of the half-pinned pieces by minor promotions, play by the promoted 

minor pieces with annihilation of Pe3 and switchbacks on c1 or d1, and two model mates. 

1st Honourable Mention: № 2445, Aleksandr Pankratiev & Evgeny Gavryliv  
Sacrifices by the S at W2 and reciprocal battery creation (Grimshaw) in a congested setting. 

2nd Honourable Mention: № 2496, Valery Barsukov 
A critical move by d and closure of her line, self-blocks (× 3) and an ideal mate in a white minimal. 
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3rd Hon. Mention: № 2555  
Viktor Syzonenko 

1st Commendation: № 2448  
 Aleksey Ivunin 

2nd Commendation: № 2493  
 Aleksandr Pankratiev & 
Anatoly Kirichenko (†) 

   
H#5        4+15 H#6        b) Sg5→f5     2+9 H#4½      2 solutions   2+8 

1.ld3 Ke3 2.lc2 Lf1 3.lf2+ 
 3...Ke2 4.kc4 d4 5.lb3 Kd2# 
[1...c4?? 2.kb4 K:d3 3.kc5 Kc3  
 4.s:c4 La4 5.sb6 d4#?? pin] 
1.l:b5? Ke3 2.kc4 Ke2?? 
 3.lf2 Kd1 4.sc2 K:c2  
  5.lc5 d3#?? pin 

a) 1.kg7 S:e4 2.kg6 S:c3   
     3.kf5 Sa4 4.ke4 Kb2 
      5.td2+ Kb3 6.kd3 Sc5# 
b) 1.kf7 Sg3 2.ke6 S:e2   
     3.kd5 S:c3+ 4.kc4 Sa4 
      5.tc3+ Kd1 6.kd3 Sb2# 

1...Le1 2.ta8 Kd2 3.ka6  
 3...Kc2 4.ka5 Kb3  
  5.ta6 L:b4# 
1...Ke4 2.f5+ K:e5 3.ta8  
 3...Kd6 4.ka7 Kc7  
  5.la6 L:b6# 

3rd Honourable Mention: № 2555, Viktor Syzonenko 
Exchange of places ofPd2/Kd4 and of lc4/kb3 with a good play in a heavy setting. 

1st Commendation: № 2448, Aleksey Ivunin 
A good white minimal with interesting play by the S and two echo model mates. 

2nd Commendation: № 2493, Aleksandr Pankratiev & Anatoly Kirichenko (†) 
The play is rather banal and a bit varied, but I like the white minimal form and the model mates.  

APPENDIX 
A1) H. Grubert & D. 
Müller, 2nd Pr. P. Kniest 
MT (feenschach) 1999  

A2) A. Pankratiev 
The Problemist 

2006 

A3) A. Pankratiev 
3rd Pr. V. Kirilov – 55 JT 
(Ural. problemist) 2006 

 
 

 
My congratulations to 

the successful authors 
and my gratitude to all 
authors for their original 
problems. I further invite 
all composers to support 
“the best of Macedonia” 
with the best of their 
creative opus. 

Zoran Gavrilovski 

Skopje, 19 July 2022                                             

   
H#4  2 solutions 3+16 H#4  2 solutions  3+14 H#3½ 2 solutions 3+12 
1.d4 L:c4 2.lb4 Lg8  
 3.kc3 Tf7 4.kc4 Tc7# 
1.sg2 T:f3 2.sg3 Tf8 
 3.ke2 Lf7 4.kf3 Lh5# 

1.sf6 L:f5 2.sg4 Lb1 
 3.kf6 Tc2 4.kf5 Tf2# 
1.sd7 T:c6 2.sb6 Tc1 
 3.kd7 Lc2 4.kc6 L:a4# 

1...L:b4 2.sa5 Lf8 
 3.kb3 Te7 4.kb4 Tb7# 
1...T:e3 2.sf3 Te8 
 3.kd2 Le7 4.ke3 Lg5# 

The helpmates awards remain open until 1.11.2022. Please send your claims until then. (Editor) 
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